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Wave function (ψ) of position and time:

Time evolution

Shrödinger Equation:

Hamiltonian operator (H) 
for position

Quantum energy 
level

For a particle in free 
space, the wavefunction 
is of the form:
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A wave may be also superposed between multiple energy 
values. It then takes the form:

Where P is the probability of finding the wave at that 
energy value such that:

One cannot expect to 
know position and 
momentum with 
unreasonable precision at 
the same time[2]. This is a 
feature of waves.

For any wave function: (Probability densities for two energy values of a confined particle)

Time doesn’t affect probability density unless the function is superposed.

A wave through a barrier has a function 
(ψ) and tunneling probability (T):

from Shrödinger’s 
equation

IBM written in atoms (top) and the 
surface of gold (bottom) using STM

where L is the length of the barrier and

The STM uses quantum 
tunneling across a thin 

vacuum to locate 
atoms and even their 

electron orbitals.[3] 
These are the smallest 

resolution 
microscopes in the 

world.[7]
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Over the course of six weeks, I 
researched established wave 

function models. These models 
have already made large impacts 

on technology today. I used a 
couple of simulations in order to 

“look into” the quantum world. As 
a result, I am now able to 

comprehend the nature of 
particles and their waveforms.

Before knowledge of the wave- 
particle duality, not much was 
known about the behavior of 

fundamental particles such as 
electrons. Now, we can model the 

behavior of such particles and use 
them to our benefit. So far, 

scientists and engineers have only 
scratched the surface of quantum 

mechanical applications.

A representational 
visualization of 
wave-particle 
duality
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where:
k = wave number =

ω = angular frequency =  

( (

;

A wave inside the box ( i.e. free space) 
has a function (ψ):

Particle is

 stuck!
Particle can pass through!

where:
A = Amplitude = 
k = wave number =
f(t) = time evolution = 
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n=1 n=6
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